• "nonlinear dynamics and statistical mechanics-two offshoots from Newtonian mechanics-which noted that the modeling of more complex systems required new mathematical tools that can deal with randomness and chaos; • computer science, which allowed the simulation of systems too large or too complex to be modeled mathematically; • biological evolution, which explains the appearances of complex forms through the intrinsically unpredictable mechanism of blind variation and natural selection; • the application of these methods to describe social systems in the broad sense, such as stock markets, the Internet or insect societies, where there is no predefined order, although there are emergent structures."
According to Standish (2008) , the term complexity has two distinct usages, which may be categorized as either a quality or a quantity. It is often stated that complex systems are a particular class of systems that are difficult to study using traditional analytical techniques. Standish (2008) mentions that biological organisms and ecosystems are complex, yet systems like a pendulum or a lever are simple. Complexity as a quality is therefore what makes the systems complex. Complexity maybe also treated as a quantity-with "statements like a human being being more complex than a nematode worm, for example."
Let us pay the attention of the Reader to a popular book of Johnson (2001) that explains complexity through the notion of emergence. From his fascinating story, one may read that complexity is generally used to characterize something with many parts that interact with each other in multiple ways, culminating in a higher order of emergence than the sum of its parts. In this context, emergence refers to the ability of low-level components of a system or community to self-organize into a higher-level system of sophistication. In other words, emergence occurs when an entity is observed to have properties, its parts do not have on their own. Quoting the description of the series of Understanding Complex Systems (Springer): "Such systems are complex in both their composition-typically many different kinds of components interacting simultaneously and nonlinearly with each other and their environments on multiple levels-and in the rich diversity of behavior of which they are capable."
Whichever definition we consider, the papers presented in this Special Issue fall under the category of describing complex systems, i.e., complex open channel transport processes in the present context. The transport of constituents by advection, dispersion, and other processes in streams, rivers, and other channels is dependent on hydrological and hydrodynamic characteristics of the channel which in turn depend on the geometry and morphometry of the reach. Complexity in the physical settings may be related, e.g., to cross-sectional geometries and associated flow distributions that cannot be easily reduced into single characteristic scales, composite roughness, and multiple physical scales that interact with each other. One of the most important factors causing complexity in these categories is vegetation (e.g., Rowiński et al. 2018) . The contributions in this issue address different aspects of solute transport in complex natural flows, bridging fundamental research to practical challenges in watercourses. The articles are based on selected talks presented during Special Session FM.2 entitled "Heat and mass transport under complex natural conditions" at the 5th IAHR Europe Congress that took place on 13-15 June, 2018, in Trento, Italy.
Mass transport processes of solutes can be experimentally investigated based on tests performed with soluble tracers. The most common mathematical descriptions of the processes are the one-dimensional advection-dispersion model, and the transient storage model that allows for the reconstruction of the abrupt leading edges and the long upper tails in the distributions of solute concentrations in flows including vegetation or other transient storage zones (e.g., Rowiński et al. 2008) . The associated equations are typically solved using various numerical methods, which forms a distinct source of uncertainty for the parameter estimation, e.g., through numerical diffusion and dispersion (e.g., Kalinowska & Rowiński 2007) . In this issue, Silavwe et al. (2019) In cases when tracer tests are not available, the reliable estimation of the parameters becomes extremely difficult and can be a source of large uncertainty. Dispersion coefficients are usually related to known hydraulic parameters, such as average depth, width and velocity, shear velocity, and channel sinuosity. The derived formulae are of rather limited universality, and thus, more attention should be placed on documenting their ranges of applicability and the methods used in identifying the parameters. Determining some of the basic hydraulic variables in complex natural situations constitutes a problem per se (e.g., Mrokowska and Rowiński 2017) .
The complexity increases when moving from 1D to 2D or 3D approaches. For the case of depth-averaged 2D mass transport associated with incomplete lateral mixing, the dispersion tensor represents an additional significant transport mechanism, which is not a physical process, but a consequence of depth-averaging of the equation (Kalinowska & Rowiński 2012) . It deserves to be stressed that the longitudinal dispersion coefficient of the 2D equation is not the same as that of the 1D equation. Despite this, 1D dispersion coefficients are often adopted to 2D models, unconsciously of the difference or since values for the 2D approach are not available. In the context of complex open channel flows, further work on parameterizing 2D transport processes is warranted.
Mass transport is particularly complicated to describe in vegetated flows since vegetation is known to control the flow and mixing at multiple scales ranging from the leaf to plant, plant stand, patch, patch mosaic, and reach scales (e.g., Marion et al. 2014) . Vegetation causes strong mixing between the vegetated and non-vegetated regions, affects turbulence intensity and diffusion and often significantly alters the channel geometry (e.g., Curran & Hession 2013) . Despite the fact that the rate of mass transport may notably deviate from the rate of momentum transport in vegetated settings (Ghisalberti & Nepf 2005) , experiments on the influence of vegetation on dispersion coefficients and parameters of the transient storage model are limited. In this issue, Sonnenwald (2019) proposes a model to predict the longitudinal dispersion coefficient in vegetated regions based on stem spacing. Such models based on easily measurable, physically based variables are useful tools for the practitioners.
A reliable estimation of the mean and turbulent flow distribution is a prerequisite for mass transport predictions, but significant uncertainty is still present in modeling vegetation hydrodynamics. Herein, the suitable parameterization of the vegetative drag and flow resistance is a key factor (e.g., . In their contribution, D'Ippolito et al. (2019) present an extensive dataset to investigate how the vegetative drag coefficient of rigid cylinders depends on their solid volume fraction and on flow forcing. The studies with simple plant morphology form the basis for devising investigations on flexible natural plants having multiple length scales and more complicated structures.
Because of its distinct hydrodynamic behavior, natural vegetation commonly exhibits higher complexity than simplified rigid surrogates. This is foremost associated with the strong dependency of the flow-vegetation interactions on the hydrodynamic forcing mainly through the flexibility-induced reconfiguration (e.g., Vogel 1994) . Mechanisms such as bending of the stems, changes in the posture and orientation of the leaves and branches, and dynamic motions at different scales are typically observed for natural vegetation. For instance, the periodical waving of flexible plant stands significantly alters the turbulent momentum transfer between submerged aquatic vegetation and the overflow (e.g., Ghisalberti & Nepf 2006) and has been recently reported to occur at the lateral interfaces between unvegetated regions and foliated shrub-like vegetation (Caroppi et al. 2019) . In this issue, Termini (2019) investigates turbulent mixing and dispersion mechanisms in flows with submerged natural herbaceous vegetation. In a highly complex setting, Przyborowski et al. (2019) explore how highly flexible plant patches of naturally occurring structure influence the turbulent flow structure in a river with movable bed. Verification of results from controlled laboratory environments in the yet more complex natural settings is required to enable up-scaling the findings for solving real-life engineering challenges.
The six papers of this issue advance our understanding, but reaching a wide-ranging impact calls for researchers to increasingly engage in science-based advising of the engineering and management of our streams and rivers. A vast challenge lies in developing robust, straightforwardto-use tools with reasonable accuracy and acceptable level of uncertainty to allow application to practical engineering. This requires new experimental data from carefully designed, executed and reported experiments, including a description of how they represent the complex physical reality. Based on the data, modeling can be further developed for different scales and purposes. Finally, coupling understanding of mass transport to the physical, chemical, and biological processes of the investigated scalar may aid in tackling water quality issues ranging from the management of riverine nutrient loads through specific nature-based channel designs (e.g., Västilä et al. 2016; Rowiński et al. 2018) to the prediction of the spreading of industrial pollutants, such as heat (e.g., Kalinowska 2019) .
